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The use of bootstrapped Malmquist indices to reassess productivity change findings: 

an application to a sample of Polish farms
1
 

 

Abstract 

The paper assesses the extent to which sampling variation affects findings about Malmquist 

productivity change derived using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), in the first stage 

calculating productivity indices and in the second stage investigating the farm-specific change in 

productivity. Confidence intervals for Malmquist indices are constructed using Simar and 

Wilson’s (1999) bootstrapping procedure. The main contribution of the paper is to account in 

the second stage for the information provided by the bootstrap in the first stage. The DEA 

standard errors of the Malmquist indices given by bootstrapping are employed in an innovative 

heteroscedastic panel regression, using a maximum likelihood procedure. The application is to a 

sample of 250 Polish farms over the period 1996-2000. 

The confidence intervals’ results suggest that contrary to what was reported by previous studies, 

the second half of 1990s for Polish farms was characterised not so much by productivity regress 

but rather by stagnation. As for the determinants of farm productivity change, we find that the 

integration of the DEA standard errors in the second-stage regression is significant in explaining 

a proportion of the variance in the error term. Although our heteroscedastic regression results 

differ with those from the standard Ordinary Least Squares, in terms of significance (fewer 

parameters are significant in our heteroscedastic regression) and sign (of the parameter of the 

share of other income in total income), they are consistent with theory and previous research. 

Family farms concentrating on farming experienced larger productivity progress than farms with 

hired labour and income diversification. 

Keywords: productivity, Malmquist, bootstrapping, second-stage regression, Poland 
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1. Introduction 

The objective of the paper is to assess the extent to which findings about Malmquist 

productivity change derived using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) are affected by sampling 

variation. Malmquist indices derived with the use of DEA have often been employed for 

investigating changes in productivity either at farm or sectoral level in agriculture (e.g. Coelli 

and Rao, 2003; Umetsu et al., 2003). One of the main drawbacks of DEA is that the results may 

be affected by sampling variation, implying that distances to the frontier are likely to be 

underestimated. 

The issue of sampling variation in DEA models is now receiving increasing attention, following 

the method introduced by Simar and Wilson (1998, 2000) allowing the construction of 

confidence intervals for DEA efficiency scores. Their method, relying on resampling the 

efficiency scores with the help of bootstrapping, has been adapted to the case of Malmquist 

DEA method (Simar and Wilson, 1999). However, so far there have only been a few empirical 

applications of bootstrap to Malmquist DEA indices (Tortosa-Ausina et al., 2003; Chen, 2002), 

none of which are to agriculture. 

A few recent studies have investigated productivity change in Polish agriculture. They all 

computed Malmquist indices, measuring changes in productivity and its components - technical 

efficiency and technology change (Brümmer et al., 2002; Zawalinska, 2003; Latruffe, 2004; 

Piesse et al., 2004). All of them suggest some negative trends in productivity in the Polish 

farming sector. However, none of the studies using DEA accounted for sampling variability by 

correcting for sample bias, or constructing confidence intervals for the original Malmquist 

indices. Additionally, they did not attempt to understand the factors behind this negative trend. 

This paper, first, estimates Malmquist indices and, second, employs Simar and Wilson’s (1999) 

efficiency bootstrapping procedure adapted to the Malmquist index case. As a result of the 
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bootstrap application, a set of bootstrap Malmquist indices is provided. This allows estimating 

the bias in the results. Confidence intervals are constructed based on the bootstrap sample.  

Second, a second-stage regression is performed to investigate factors determining farm 

productivity change and answer the question why some farms performed better than others. The 

main contribution of this analysis is that the information provided by the bootstrap procedure is 

used in this second stage. A heteroscedastic panel regression is employed which utilises the 

standard errors produced by the bootstrap. Integrating these standard errors into the estimation 

process should lead to an improvement in efficiency and to more accurate inference regarding 

the determinants of productivity change.
2
  

The paper is structured as follows. The second section describes the methodology, paying 

particular attention to the heteroscedastic panel regression. Section three discusses the results 

and section four concludes. 

2. Methodology and data 

2.1. Malmquist indices and Data Envelopment Analysis 

The Malmquist productivity index, pioneered by Caves et al. (1982) and developed further by 

Färe et al. (1992) relies on distance functions. The input-orientation Malmquist productivity 

indices are used in this study. Such orientation is adequate for the sample of Polish farms used 

here, as under the transition conditions farmers had more control over the reduction of their 

inputs than over the expansion of their outputs. For each farm, the input-orientation Malmquist 

productivity index is defined as follows (Färe et al., 1992): 

                                                           
2
 The problem of sampling variability in the second-stage regression has also recently been addressed by Simar and 

Wilson (2005) for efficiency scores. Their procedure, relying on a double bootstrap, accounts for correlation among 

the DEA estimates but does not make use of the estimates heterogeneity provided by the first-stage bootstrap. 

While in principle it may be possible to merge the double bootstrap with the approach used herein, the 

computational requirements might make this impractical. 
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where ( )tt ,QF  is the farm input-output vector in the t-th period; 

( ) { }PF,QF d ttt

t ∈= +++ )δδ /(:max 111  is the input distance from the observation in the t+1 

period to the technology frontier of the t-th period, with ( )1+tQP  the input set and δ a scalar. 

The indices are calculated with the non-parametric DEA method that uses linear programming 

to construct a piece-wise frontier that envelops all data points (Charnes et al., 1978). DEA 

method avoids misspecification errors and allows investigating a multi-output multi-input case 

simultaneously. The empirical application is to a sample of 250 Polish farms over 5 years, 1996-

2000. Farm level data have been collected by the Institute of Agricultural and Food Economics 

(IERiGZ) in Warsaw which conducts an annual farm structures survey representative for the 

bookkeeping farms. 

In the model three outputs are included in value terms, crop, livestock and non-agricultural 

output. Four inputs are used: land, labour, capital and intermediate consumption. Land is defined 

as the utilised agricultural area (UAA) in hectares, labour is calculated in annual work units 

(AWU)
3
, capital is proxied by the value of depreciation of fixed assets plus interest paid on 

loans, and the intermediate consumption includes the aggregate value of seeds, fertilizers, 

chemicals, feed and fuel. The monetary values for the period 1997-2000 have been deflated, 

using indices based on 1996 published by the Polish Central Statistical Office (GUS, 2001).  

2.2. Bootstrapping and second-stage regression 

Bootstrapping 

Despite its advantages, the shortcoming of DEA is that the results may be affected by sampling 

variation in the sense that distances to the frontier are underestimated if the best performers in 
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the population are not included in the sample. To account for this, Simar and Wilson (1998, 

2000) proposed a bootstrapping method, allowing the construction of confidence intervals for 

DEA efficiency scores, which relies on smoothing the empirical distribution. The rationale 

behind bootstrapping is to simulate a true sampling distribution by mimicking a data generating 

process, here the outputs from DEA. The procedure relies on constructing a pseudo-data set and 

re-estimating the DEA model with this new data set. Repeating the process many times allows 

to achieve a good approximation of the true distribution of the sampling (Brümmer, 2001). 

Simar and Wilson (1999) adapted the procedure to the case of Malmquist index derived using 

DEA in order to account for possible temporal correlation arising from the panel data 

characteristic. They proposed a consistent method using a bivariate kernel density estimate that 

accounts for the temporal correlation via the covariance matrix of data from adjacent years. The 

set of bootstrap Malmquist indices provided by this procedure allows to account for the bias and 

to construct confidence intervals. The final procedure for constructing confidence intervals 

consists of two main steps. First, a set of bootstrap Malmquist indices is provided. This allows 

calculating the bias in the results. Second, the confidence intervals are constructed based on the 

bootstrap sample. In this study, 2000 bootstrap iterations were performed and the 95-percent 

confidence intervals were constructed. The smoothing bandwidth parameter (h) was determined 

by an appropriate rule for bivariate data given by Simar and Wilson (1999): 
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where n is the number of farms in the sample. 

Second-stage regression 

In order to investigate the determinants of farm-specific productivity change, the standard 

method uses the Malmquist productivity indices as dependent variables in a second-stage 

regression. This second stage, however, ignores the sampling variability issue. In this study, we 

propose a heteroscedastic panel regression, using the information provided by the bootstrapping 

                                                                                                                                                                                          
3
 One AWU corresponds to 2,200 labour hours per year. 
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procedure. This regression relies on maximum likelihood and uses the DEA standard errors of 

the Malmquist indices. The idea behind our panel estimation is to assume that Malmquist 

indices are observed with noise: 

tititi uyy ,
*
,, +=  (3) 

with tititti exy ,1,0
*
, ' ++= ββγ  (4) 

where 

tiy ,  is the Malmquist index for the i-th farm at the t-th period, calculated with DEA and used as 

the dependent variable in the regression; 

*
,tiy  is the true Malmquist index that is unobserved; 

tiu ,  and tie ,  are error terms; 

tγ  is a fixed time effect; 

tix ,  is a vector of explanatory variables; 

0β  and 1β  are parameters to be estimated. 

This delivers the following empirical specification: 

tititi vzy ,,, ' += β  (5) 

with 

)',(' ,, titti xz γ=  (6) 

tititi uev ,,, += . (7) 

Both tiu ,  and tie ,  are assumed to be normal, independent of the explanatory variables and 

independent of each other. We assume that tie ,  is homoscedastic, but that with the 

bootstrapping results we have knowledge about the variance of the noise tiu ,  in the Malmquist 

indices: 
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( ) ληθ titivVar ,, +=  (8) 

where 

( ) θ=tieVar , ; (9) 

( ) λη titiuVar ,, = ; (10) 

ti,η  is the variance of the i-th farm’s DEA Malmquist, as given by the bootstrap distribution; 

λ is a parameter reflecting the degree to which the bootstrap standard errors contribute to the 

variance of the errors in equation (5). 

In addition, we allow for potential serial correlation between the productivity indices. It is 

assumed that the i-th farm may systematically be above or below its expected growth rate, even 

after accounting for the impact of the explanatory variables ( tix , ). This is parsimoniously 

captured by assuming that  

( ) θρ s

stiti eeCov =−,, ,  (11) 

where ρ is the parameter which captures potential serial correlation. 

The likelihood function to maximise is therefore: 
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where n is the number of farms and T is the number of periods; 

( ) ( )[ ]NJNJv τρθλρθ +=+=Ω ; (13) 
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I the identity matrix; 

( )',...,',' 21 TdiagN ηηη= ; (15) 
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θ

λ
τ = . (16) 

The reparameterisation of the likelihood, to be expressed in terms of τ and θ rather than 

λ and θ, facilitates the estimation. This model nests standard sub-models, such as the case where 

τ=0  and  ρ=0 that is to say the model reduces to a standard linear regression. 

The results of this heteroscedastic panel regression are compared to a standard Ordinary Least 

Squares (OLS) regression that is usually employed in studies investigating the determinants of 

productivity change. In addition, the significance of τ may be examined to determine if the 

heteroscedastic model is supported by the data.  

Seven explanatory variables are used in both second-stage regressions. Land area is included as 

a farm size indicator. The capital to labour ratio is used as a proxy of farm technology. The 

share of hired labour represents the farm integration into the labour market.
4
 The availability of 

financial resources is proxied by the share of marketed output in total output.
5
 The degree of 

reliance upon and concentration on farming is proxied by the share of other income in total 

income. Finally, two farmers’ characteristics are included, the farmers’ age and their agricultural 

education. The latter is a dummy variable. Four year dummies are incorporated to represent the 

fixed time effect γt. 

 

 

 

                                                           
4
 Polish farms are rather small and rely mostly on family labour. They are not well integrated into the factor 

markets. 

5
 The mass of Polish farms are semi-subsistence, produce mainly for household consumption and market the 

surplus. The use of external credit is low and the marketed output is often the single source of cash. For this reason 

it can be treated as a proxy for liquidity.  
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3. Results 

3.1. Productivity change 

The point estimates of Malmquist indices indicate that over the period 1996-2000 the total factor 

productivity in Polish agriculture decreased by 2 percent (Table 1). This result is consistent with 

the results from previous studies. The bias corrected estimates indicate the same direction of 

change but emphasise stronger the negative trend. In comparison with the point estimates, the 

regress in productivity appears to be deeper, 4 percent. 

The confidence intervals are large, 48 percent on average. This indicates that it is not possible to 

unambiguously identify farms that have experienced significant progress or regress,  namely 

whose productivity change is significantly different from 0. Based on the point estimates of 

Malmquist indices, farms that have experienced productivity progress (that is to say whose 

Malmquist index is strictly greater than 1) were 128 in 1996/97 (51 percent of the sample), 82 in 

1997/98 (33 percent), 76 1998/99 (30 percent) and 176 in 1999/2000 (70 percent). Only between 

0 and 3 farms in different years recorded a lack of change in productivity (index equal to 1). The 

remaining farms recorded productivity regress. The picture is not different if the bias corrected 

point estimates are considered. By contrast, if farms are analysed based on their interval bounds, 

out of the total sample of 250, 205 farms in 1996/97 (82 percent), 158 in 1997/98 (63 percent), 

169 in 1998/99 (68 percent) and 206 in 1999/2000 (82 percent) might have experienced no 

change in productivity.
6
 Therefore, these results suggest that contrary to what was reported by 

some previous studies, the second half of 1990s was characterised not so much by productivity 

regress but rather by stagnation. This is intuitively more appealing as it is difficult to think about 

factors that would have been responsible for productivity regress even during transition. The 

                                                           
6
 A farm is said to have experienced significant progress if its confidence interval lower bound is greater than 1, 

significant regress if its upper bound is less than 1, and no significant change if 1 is included in its confidence 

interval. 
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Polish farming was not subject to such extensive land reforms and farm restructuring as the 

other countries in transition, and therefore the transitional disruption was not so strong.  

From a methodological point of view, this result shows that there is a large uncertainty about the 

extent of productivity change in Polish farming and strongly supports Simar and Wilson’s 

(1999: 471) argument that “it is not enough to know whether the Malmquist index estimator 

indicates increases or decreases in productivity, but whether the indicated changes are 

significant in a statistical sense; i.e., whether the result indicates a real change in productivity, or 

is an artifact of sampling noise”. 

3.2. Determinants of productivity change 

Following the methodology explained above, first, the standard OLS regression was run. The 

results are presented in Table 2. They indicate that capital to labour ratio, liquidity (the share of 

marketed output) and other income are significant determinants of productivity change, with the 

parameter of the capital to labour ratio being negative and the parameter of the other two 

variables being positive.  As for the time trend, year dummies show that the first year of the 

period recorded the largest increase in productivity. Productivity then dropped, but started 

recovering again in the last periods. 

The results of the heteroscedastic regression are displayed in Table 3. The serial correlation 

parameter (ρ) is negative, suggesting that farms that increase their productivity in one year tend 

to move backward in the following year. As for the explanatory variables, two differences with 

the standard regression results in Table 2 can be noted. First, there is a change in the 

significance of some parameters. Except for the share of hired labour and year dummies, the 

parameters present a lower significance. The share of marketed output and the capital to labour 

ratio are not significant anymore. However, the share of hired labour became significant. It 

affects negatively the productivity progress. The second difference relates to the sign of the 

share of other income, namely a switch from a positive sign in the standard OLS regression to a 
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negative in the new heteroscedastic regression. The heteroscedasticity parameter τ is very large 

(43.6) and its confidence interval does not include 0, indicating that the heteroscedastic model is 

supported by the data. 

4. Conclusions 

The analysis of productivity change in Polish agriculture between 1996 and 2000 based on 

Malmquist DEA point estimates has revealed a gloomy picture. The use of bias corrected 

indices confirmed this finding as it indicated an average productivity regress of 4 percent. 

However, the confidence intervals suggest that productivity might have been static rather than 

decreasing. Therefore, this study underlines the uncertainty surrounding the findings regarding 

productivity change measured through Malmquist DEA method using point estimates only. 

The lack of productivity change in Poland in the second half of 1990’s could be attributed to 

various factors. OECD report on Poland (2004) emphasises the link between land ownership and 

eligibility for the strongly subsidised farmers social insurance system (the requirement is to keep 

1 ha agricultural land to be eligible for the system but to have less than 2 ha to qualify for 

unemployment benefits) as a critical barrier to productivity growth. The structural inefficiencies 

are also rooted in the high costs for land registration. In addition, the same report argues that the 

relative agricultural labour productivity in Poland (measured as agricultural value added per 

agricultural worker divided by the whole economy value added per one employed) decreased in 

1990s. Concerning farm equipment, Zawalinska (2003) reports that between 1995 and 1999 the 

sales of new farm machineries and implements decreased considerably and physical capital 

became obsolete. All these factors might have contributed to the stagnation of productivity in 

Polish agriculture during the period studied.   

The novelty of this study is mainly in the second stage where we used a heteroscedastic panel 

regression estimated by maximum likelihood, that makes use of the bootstrapping information 

and in particular of the Malmquist indices’ standard errors. The heteroscedastic model was 
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supported by the data. Additionally, although the inclusion of the information provided by the 

first-stage bootstrap changed the significance and the sign of some parameters in the second-

stage regression, the findings of this regression better meet the a priori expectations based on 

theory and previous research than the standard ones. The negative influence of the share of hired 

labour on productivity growth is consistent with the theory, in particular the transaction costs 

approach. Family labourers are in full control of the resources and technology and, as the only 

residual claimants, have more incentives than hired labour to act efficiently. Although moving to 

hired labour involves gains from task specialisation, it may also result in shirking (Allen and 

Lueck, 1998). Beckmann (1996) argues that due to the high bonding within the family farm, it 

compares favourably to other forms of capitalist labour organisation of production as it 

minimises transaction costs.  

Concerning the negative impact of the share of other income, most often in transition economies 

farmers have been pushed to diversify due to declining farm incomes in relative terms. In these 

circumstances ‘push’ may be considered as a survival strategy (Chaplin, 2003). However, as it 

might imply poor management practices and therefore low technical efficiency, such strategy 

can hardly be favourable to productivity growth. 
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Table 1: Inference results for Malmquist productivity indices; 1996-2000 average 

Malmquist index average -2% 

Bias corrected Malmquist index average -4% 

Confidence intervals   

Upper bound average +18% 

Lower bound average -31% 

Width average 48% 

 

Table 2: Regression of Malmquist productivity indices (standard OLS) 

 Parameter estimates Standard errors t-test  

Land area 1.36 10-4 1.78 10-4 0.76  

Capital to labour ratio -6.20 10-6 1.78 10-6 -3.49 *** 

Share of hired labour -2.78 10-4 6.48 10-4 -0.43  

Share of commercialised output 3.73 10-3 0.31 10-3 12.0 *** 

Share of other income 1.76 10-3 0.38 10-3 4.64 *** 

Age 9.31 10-5 20.4 10-4 0.45  

Agricultural education dummy 1.47 10-2 1.45 10-2 1.01  

Year 96-97 dummy 1.06 0.017 62.9 *** 

Year 97-98 dummy 0.88 0.016 53.6 *** 

Year 98-99 dummy 0.98 0.016 61.3 *** 

Year 99-00 dummy 0.99 0.016 61.6 *** 
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Table 3: Regression of Malmquist productivity indices accounting for sampling variability and 

serial correlation 

 Parameter estimates Standard errors t-test  

Land area 4.97 10-5 16.3 10-5 0.31  

Capital to labour ratio -8.81 10-7 15.3 10-7 -0.58  

Share of hired labour -1.20 10-3 0.54 10-3 -2.22 ** 

Share of commercialised output -4.95 10-4 3.92 10-4 -1.26  

Share of other income -6.60 10-4 3.07 10-4 -2.15 ** 

Age 7.54 10-5 16.4 10-5 0.46  

Agricultural education dummy 5.35 10-3 10.4 10-3 0.52  

Year 96-97 dummy 1.02 0.014 70.8 *** 

Year 97-98 dummy 0.88 0.014 65.4 *** 

Year 98-99 dummy 0.97 0.013 75.9 *** 

Year 99-00 dummy 0.98 0.014 71.5 *** 

Serial correlation parameter: ρ = -0.42 

Heteroscedasticity parameter: τ = 43.6; confidence interval = [26.0 ; 61.2] 


